TO: TEHRAN, ANKARA INFO DIRECTOR.

RYBAT ADMIN SECURE

REF: TEHRAN

1. ON 10 MAY [ ] INFORMED [ ] THAT [ ] EGS HAD TASKED HIM WITH ASSIGNING [ ] SECURITY OFFICER TO COORDINATE ARRANGEMENTS FOR [ ] VISIT WITH POLICE FIRST SECTION IN ISTANBUL. INDEPENDENTLY VIA CONGEN [ ] AWARE THAT FIRST SECTION HAD BEEN GIVEN SECURITY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ISTANBUL STAY. [ ] EXPLAINED THAT WHILE POLICE WOULD HANDLE PRIMARY ARRANGEMENTS FOR VISIT, [ ] OFFICER DETAILED THIS ASSIGNMENT WILL OVERSEE PREPARATIONS BEING MADE, WILL TRAVEL TO ANTALYA ON SAME PLANE (BUT WITH NO OSTENSIBLE CONNECTION TO [ ] PARTY), AND WILL MAKE NECESSARY CONTACTS WITH [ ] AND POLICE IN ANTALYA AREA.

2. [ ] NOTED LATEST [ ] SCHEDULE AS PROVIDED BY [ ] AND AGREED THAT ARRIVAL OF MR. CUNNINGHAM DAY PRIOR TO [ ] ARRIVAL WOULD BE VERY USEFUL. PLEASE ADVISE MR. CUNNINGHAM'S ETA WHEN KNOWN. ALSO PROVIDE ANY CHANGES IN REF SCHEDULE FOR PASSAGE TO [ ] E2, IMPDET.
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